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IL PIZZAIUOLO
VIA DEI MACCI 113R, FLORENCE

Il Pizzaiuolo in Florence is NO DOUBT, my personal favourite Florence
pizza joint (I don’t speak for StudentsVille cause they love all pizza
equally). It’s mostly emotional value on my part, but I’m sure the fact
that it’s always packed by locals and tourists is a good parameter to
understand how good it is. Another thing to keep in mind is the Burrata
they serve that is always, and I’m not exaggerating, ALWAYS the right
temperature. Cause a cold Burrata has no flavour and a hot one is just
not enjoyable. So not only the best pizza in Florence, also the best
burrata.

PIZZAMAN
VIA DELL’AGNOLO 105/107R, FLORENCE
VIA DEL SANSOVINO 191, FLORENCE
VIA ANTONIO PACINOTTI 40/42R, FLORENCE

Pizzaman is one of the Florence pizza spots that is also a local
franchisees in the city, and I mean they have all the right to be one,
cause they really know what they are doing. This is another one of
those places that doesn’t serve all the pizzas you can imagine, but
rather those that respect the tradition the most, while adding some
special pizzas depending on the season.

SANTARPIA
LARGO PIETRO ANNIGONI 9, FLORENCE
Opened in 2015, Santarpia has been making itself more and more
known around Florence and the world because of its beautiful tasting
pizza and it’s amazing dough. Making a selection of classic pizzas, like
margherita, and a more spontaneous selection like pizzas topped with
pumpkin and lampredotto.

IL TORCICODA
VIA TORTA 5R, FLORENCE

The pizzeria of Il Torcicoda has a great selection of pizzas and their
doughs are insanely good. When you get there though don’t be afraid
cause the setting can look a bit fancy, with the fact that you have a
restaurant on one side and a pizzeria on the other. Go in the front
door and make sure to ask to eat at the pizzeria if that is what you’re
craving for.

DA GHERARDO
BORGO S. FREDIANO 57R, FLORENCE
This is one of Florence’s smallest pizzerias, and as they say in Florence
“nella botte piccola c’è il vino buono”. And Gherardo is MOLTO
BUONO. Located in the area on Borgo San Frediano, you’ll probably
pass by it 2 or 3 times before you actually understand where it is,
cause on the strip you’ll find more than one small establishment. Keep
in mind it’s the one that looks full, cause another thing to know about
this place is that you should never go at classic dinner time hours,
rather a bit later, cause it’s always packed.

GUSTA PIZZA
VIA MAGGIO 46R, FLORENCE
If you’ve been to Florence you probably already know about
GustaPizza, one of the most important pizza joints in the Santo Spirito
area. One of those places you go to grab a pie when you’re a bit in a
rush, or just want to keep on hanging out on the stairs of the church. All
of that without having to resort to passing on a good pizza, cause you
get comfort and flavour at Gusta Pizza.

PIZZERIA CAFFÈ ITALIANO
VIA ISOLA DELLE STINCHE 11R-13R, FLORENCE

Caffè Italiano is a restaurant in Florence that could also be on the
same level as Enoteca Pinchiorri (the most luxurious restaurant in the
city centre), But compared to it’s competition, Caffè Italiano also
keeps in mind that not everyone want to have a fancy dinner, so they
opened a pizzeria right next door. This place only serves 3 types of
Pizza (Margherita, Marinara and Napoli) and you can’t reserve a table
in advance, you show up and put your name down and hope for the
best.

BRISCOLA PIZZA SOCIETY
VIA DEL CAMPIDOGLIO 8R, FLORENCE

Briscola Pizza Society can be found near Piazza della Republica, right
next to the Hard Rock Cafè. Everyone who’s been was very pleased
with their food, and they also loved the fact that you can enjoy a
selection of mini pizzas, or pizza sliders (whatever sounds better) when
not sure about what toppings you want.

VICO DEL CARMINE
VIA PISANA 40R, FLORENCE

The last pizzeria on our list, and a really good one for sure, Vico del
Carmine has a great selection of pizzas (some also with Neapolitan
ricotta stuffed in the crust) that vary from extremely heavy to nice and
light. Go there also just to see what a street of old Naples could look
like if you’ve never had the chance to see it.

